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1. Introduction 

Polarization effects and spin correlations often provide tbe most sensitive tests 

of tbe underlying structure and dynamics of hadrons. The basic measures of the 

spin structure of the proton are its magnetic moment, which gives a global measure 

of the quark spin content of the proton, and the spin-dependent structure functions, 

which register the local distribution of the quark helicity currents as a function of 

tbeir light-cone momentum fraction x jlj. The SLAC-Yale and EMC measurements 

show a strong positive helicity correlation betw:*en the helicity of the u— and u 

quarks with that of the proton; the helicity of the if— and s—quark and antiquaries 

are negatively correlated. Most remarkably, the net correlation of the quark plus 

antiquark helicity with that of the proton Ag is consistent with zero. Since the 

total spin projection 5 ^ 7 + A5 + i , = \ , there must be a significant fraction 

of Fock states in the proton containing gtuons, and there must be a non-trivial 

correlation of the gltion helicity with that of tbe proton. 

Although the net correlation of the quark helicity with the proton helicity in 

inclusive reactions is small, the spin correlations of targe angle elastic pp scat

tering nevertheless display a dramatic structure at the highest measured energies 

•Js ~ 5 GtY [2]. These measurements are in strong conflict with the expectations 

of perturbative QCD which predicts a smooth power-law fall-off for exclusive lie-

licity amplitude with increasing momentum transfer J3J. The strong polarization 

correlations observed in pp scattering are clearly of fundamental interest, since the 

microscopic QCD mechanisms that underlie the spin correlations between the in

cident and final hadrons must involve the coherent transfer of helicity information 

through their common quark and gluon constituents. The implications of the spin 

correlation measurements will be discussed in sections 5 and 6. 
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In this talk I shall emphasize a basic but non-trivial prediction of the gauge cou

plings of PQCD, "hadroo helidty retention": a projectile badron tends to transfer 

its helidty la its leading particle fragments. A particularly interesting consequence 

is the prediction that the J/ip and the continuum lepton pairs produced in pion-

nucleus collisions will be longitudinally polarized at large xp. Helidty retention 

also provides important constraints on the shape of the gluon and quark helidty 

distributions. In the large xp domain, with Q 2(l — x) fixed, leading twist and 

multi-parton higher twist processes can be of equal importance [4]. En the case 

of large momentum transfer exclusive reactions, the underlying chiral structure of 

perturbatvve QCD predicts that sum of badron helidties in the initial state must 

equal that of the final state [5J. Although badron hefirity conservation appears to 

be empirically satisfied in most reactions, the most interesting cases are its dra

matic failures such as the large branching ratio for Jf$-*pir. 1 will discuss these 

predictions and their experimental tests in section 7. 

Although most of the topics discussed in this talk are concerned with quark 

or gluon helidty, there are also interesting linear polarisation predicted by the 

theory, such as in T decays, or in the planar correlations of four-jet events in e + e~ 

annihilation. In addition, the oblateness [6] of a gluon jet can be used to determine 

its axis of linear polarization. 
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2. The Magnetic Moment of Hadrons in QCD 

Much of our understanding of the helicity structure of hadrons comes from 

rigorous constraints, such as the Bjorken Sum Rule for the integral of the spin 

dependent structure functions, and the Drell-Hcarn-Gcrasimov sum rule, which 

relates the anomalous magnetic moment of a composite system to an integral over 

the photoabsorption cross section. In fact Burkert and loffe J7J have shown that 

the DHG and Bjorken sum rules can he regarded as low and high Q2 limits of the 

same sum rule 

One of the most interesting consequences of the DHG sum rule occurs if we 

lake a point-like limit such thai the threshold for inelastic excitation becomes 

infinite while the mass of the system is kept finite. Since the integral over the 

pbotoabsorplion cross section vanishes in this limit, the DHG sum rule implies that 

the anomalous moment must also vanish. Thus in the point-like limit, the magnetic 

moment of a spin-half system must approach the Dirac value p-+PD = e/2M up 

to structure corrections of order M/A, [or (M/A)7 if the underlying theory is 

chiral] [8], Hiller and I have recently derived a generalization of the DHG sum rule 

for spin-one composite systems. la the point-like limit, both the magnetic moment 

and quadrupole moment of any spin-one system must approach the canonical values 

predicted by electroweak theory for the W [9]. 

The Drell-Hearn sum rule also has important consequences for the computa

tion of the magnetic moments of baryons in QCD. Magnetic moments are often 

computed using the quark model formula ft = Yli~i ?i • This formula is correct in 

the ease of atoms where the mass of the nucleus can be taken as infinite. However, 

magnetic moment additi vity cannot be correct in general: the DHG sum rule shows 

that in the limit of strong binding where the constituents become very massive and 
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the hadron becomes point-like, its magnetic moment must equal the Dirac value, 

not zero aa predicted by quark moment additivity. The flaw in the conventional 

quark model formula is that it does not take into account the fact that the mo

ment of a system H is derived from the electron scattering amplitude eH—*e'H' 

at non-zero momentum transfer q. The Dirac value in the point-like limit actually 

arises from the Wigner boost of the wavefunction from p to p + q- A detailed 

discussion of this and the resulting relativistic corrections to the moment are given 

Ref. (10]. On the other hand, the overlap of light-cone Fock wavefunctions does 

provide a general method for the evaluation of hadronic magnetic moments and 

form factors [8], 

3. The Gluan Helicity Distribution 

One of the most interesting questions in QCD spin physics is the distribution 

of gluon polarization in the proton. The giuon distribution of a hadron is usu

ally assumed to be radiatively generated from the QCD evolution of the quark 

structure functions beginning at an initial scale Q%. The evolution is incoherent; 

i.e. each quark in the badron radiates gluons independently. However, as can be 

seen in the light-cone Hamiltonian approach, the higher Fock components cf a 

bound state in QCD contain gluons at any resolution scale. Furthermore, the 

exchange of gluon quanta between the bound-state constituents provides an inter

action potential whose energy-dependent part generates a non-trivial non-additive 

contribution to the full gluon distribution Gg/n(x,Q2). The physics of gluoo he-

licity distributions clearly involves the nonperturbative structure of the proton. 

Nevertheless, there are constraints which we can use to limit the possible form of 

the helicity-aligned and anti-aligned gtuon distributions: G +(x) ~ Gtfftfi(x) a n <^ 
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G~{z) = G,i/NJ(x) [llj: 

1. In order to insure positivity of fragmentation functions, the distribution func

tions Ga/t(x) must behave as an odd or even power of (1 — x) at x—*l ac

cording to the relative statistics of a and b [12]. Thus the gluon distribution 

of a nudeon must have the behavior Ggfn{x) ~ (1 — x) at x—*\ to ensure 

correct crossing to the fragmentation function D^jg{s). 

2. In the x—»1 limit, a gluon constituent of the proton is far off-shell and the 

leading behavior in the hadron wavefunctions is dominated by perturba-

tive QCD contributions to the intsr.'ition kernel. We thus may use the 

minimally connected tree-graphs to characterize the threshold dependence 

of the struct urt functions. We find for a three quark plus one gluon Fock 

state, iim,_j G+(*)-»C{i - xfN*"2 = C{\ - x)*. The gauge theory cou

plings of gluons to quarks also imply l im T _i G~(x)fG*(x)—*(1 — x)2. Thus 

G~{x) — (1 — r ) 6 at x ~ 1. QCD evolution does not change these powers 

appreciably since the available phase-space for secondary gluon emission is 

limited to It* < (1 - * )Q 2 . 

3. In the low x domain the quarks in the hadron radiate gluons coherently. 

Define AG{x) = G+(x)-<?"(*) and G(x) = G*(x) + G~(x). One then finds 

that the asymmetry ratio AG(x)/G[x) vanishes linearly with x. 

4. In a simplest three quaxk plus one-ghion Fock state model the generated gtuon 

distribution in the nucleon at low T. has the normalization [11] AG(x)/G{x) = 

( x / 3 ) { l / y ) , where y is the quark momentum fraction in the three quark 

state. The factor of 1/3 is due to the fact that all of the quarks contribute 

positively to G(x), but are proportional to the sign of their helicity in AG(x). 
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If we assume equal quark momentum partition (Ifit) = 3, then the above 

constraints are satisfied by the simple form (1 J]: 

AG(x) - (A7x)[l - (1 - x?](l - z)\ 

£7{x) = (JV/x)[l + ( l - x ) 2 j ( l - 3 r ) 4 . 

This gives AG/ (xt) = 77/72 = 1.07 for tbe ratio of the gluon helicity to its 

momentum fraction in the nucleon. Since the gluon momentum fraction is ~ 0.5, 

we predict the total gluon helicity correlation AC? = 0.54, which by itself saturates 

the proton spin sum rule. It is expected that these results should provide a good 

characterization of the gluon distribution at the resolution scale Q\ ~ M%. Clearly 

the model could be improved by talcing into account higher Fock states and QCD 

evolution. 

A determination of the unpolarized gluon distribution of the proton at Q2 ~-

2 GeV2 using direct photon and deep inelastic data has been given in Ref. [13]. The 

best fit over tbe interval 0.05 < * < 0.75 assuming the form zG(xt Q2 = 2GeV2) = 

A{1 - * ) * ' gives n f = 3.9 ± 0.11(+0.8 -0.6), where the errors in parenthesis allow 

for systematic uncertainties. This result is compatible with the prediction r\g = 4 

for the gluon distribuUon at the bound-stale scale, allowing for the small effects 

due to QCD evolution. 
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4. Quark Helicity Distributions and Hadron Helicity 
Retention in Inclusive Reactions at Large xp 

Consider a general inclusive reaction .\B-*CX at large xf where the helicitics 

Xc and Ajf are measured. To be precise, we shall use the boost-invariant light-cone 

momentum fraction xc = j£ = [ p ^ ; r • Hadron heiicity retention implies that 

the difference between Ac and \& tends to a minimum at xc—*l- Hadron helic-

ily retention Follows from ihe helicity structure of the gauge theory intc actions, 

and il is applicable u> hadrons, quarks, gluons, leptons, or photons. For exam

ple, In QED photon radiation in lepton scattering has the well-known distribution 

dN/dx oc fl + (I - x)2]fx. The first term corresponds to the case where the photon 

belidty has the same sign as the lepton helicily; opposite sign helicity production 

is suppressed by a factor (1 — x)2 at x —• 1 [14]: the projectile helicity tends to 

be transferred by the leading fragment at each step in perturbation theory. It is a 

nooirivia] step to show that hadron helicity also holds for hadrons in QCD; e.g.: 

the structure functions of the leading quarks in the proton have the nominal power 

behavior: G„ / j t{x) - (1 -x)3 for A, = Xp and G^p[x) ~ (1 - 1 ) 5 if A, = - \ p . This 

result follows from the fact that at x-+l the struck quark is far off-shell and space

like: I? ~ —ii2f{\ — x) where p is a typical hadron mass scale; the leading fall-off 

or structure functions at x-*l can thus be computed from the minimally-connected 

tree-graphs. 

These considerations have the immediate consequence that the down and anti-

down quark distribution Ad[x) has a zero as a function of x. At large x PQCD 

predicts that the heticity-antiparallel distribution d+[x) is suppressed relative to 

the belicity-parallel distribution d+{x) by two powers of (1 — z). At very small x 

the two distributions must have equal magnitude to ensure convergence of sum 
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rules. However, measurements imply that the integral Ad - J0 dx[d+(z) - o*~(x)] 

is negative. Thus one expects that Ad{x) changes sign as a function of z [11). 
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Figure 1. The xF dependence or the polarization parameter X for (a) J/ifr production [15) 
nod (b) continuum lepton pair production [18j in * - ff coUiskus as a function of zp. 

One of the most important testing grounds for hadron helicity retention if Jfijr 

production in «• — N collisions. The helicit" of the Jjij> can be measured from the 

angular distribution 1 + A cos 2 8^ of one of the rnuons in the Ieptooic decay of the 

J /0 . At low to medium values of Xf the Chicago-Iowa-Princeton Collaboration [15] 

finds that A - 0, which is consistent with expectations from the gluon-gluon fusion 

subprocess. However, at large xp > 0.9 the angular distribution changes markedly 

,o sin5 B„\ i.e., the J /^ is produced with longitudinal polarization. See Fig. 1(a). 

Note that the expectation of quark anti-quark fusion is I + cos2^,. (A = +1), as 

in the Drell-yan process. The sudden change to longitudir il polarization must 

mean that a new heavy quark production mechanism is present at large xp [17]. 

In fact, it is easy to guess the relevant process which can produce high momentum 



charm quark pain. (See Fig. 2(a).] Since nearly all of the pioa's momentum is 

transferred to the chaimonium system, one needs to consider diagrams where each 

valence quark is the incoming pioD emits a last gluon. The two gluons then fuse 

to make a fast r£ pair. At large momentum fraction x, each gluon's helicity tends 

to be parallel to the helidty of its parent quark. Thus the angular momentum JM 

of the gluon pah* is transferred to the cc pair. The angular momentum tends to be 

preserved by any subsequent gluon radiation or gluon interaction from the heavy 

quarks. The J/tfr then tends to have the same helicity as the projectile at high 

light-cone momentum fraction. 

I—\^P" _i;—L/p 
~ . (a) <bj 

Figure 2. Higher Iwiit mechanisms for producing (a) J/*& and (b) massive lepton pain at 
Kgfc sp • 1 mwon-nudeoa odtttttona. 

Thus there is a natural mechanism in QCD which produces the Jfijt ID the same 

helidty as the incoming beam hadron; the essential feature is the involvement of all 

of the valence quarks of the incoming hadron directly in the heavy quark produc

tion subprocess. Since such diagrams involve the correlation between the par tons 

of the hadron, it can be rlassified as a higher-twist "intrinsic charm" amplitude; 

the production cross section is suppressed by powers of /w/Afng relative to conven

tional fusion processes. Although nominally higher twist, such diagrams provide 

an effident way to transfer the beam momentum to the heavy quark system while 

stopping the valence quarks. 
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The intrinsic charm mechanism also can explain other features of the Jfi!> 

hadroproductton (18,19,20]. The observed cross section p ^ s t s to high xp in 

excess of what is predicted from gluon fusion or quark anti-quark annihilation 

subprocesses; furthermore the cross section at high xp has a strongly suppressed 

nuclear dependence, A"^*r^ ~ 0.7. The nuclear dependence actually depends an 

xp not X2 which rules out leading twist mechanisms. The higher-twist intrinsic 

charm e.g. \uudex) Pock state wavefimctions have maximum probability when all of 

the quarks have equal velocities, i.e. when xi oc Jm? + k\. This implies that the 

charm and anti-charm quarks have the majority of the momentum of the proton 

when they are present in the hadronic wavefunction. In a high energy protoa-

micleus collision, the small transverse size, bigh-x intrinsic cc system can penetrate 

the nucleus, with minimal absorption and can coalesce to produce a charmonium 

state at large xp. Since the soft quarks expand rapidly in impact space, the main 

interaction in the target of the intrinsic charm Fock state is with the slow valence 

quarks rather than the compact cZ system [4]. Thus at large xp the interaction in 

the nucleus should have the ,4-dependence of normal hadron nucleus cross sections: 

«* A 0 , 7 . Not: tuat at high energies, the formation of the charmonium state occurs 

far outside the nucleus. Thus one predicts similar >4a(*F'-dependenee of the Jfi}> 

and if>' cross sections. These predictions are in agreement with the results reported 

by the £-772 experiment at Fermilab [19]. 

In the case of continuum pair production, the lepton pair produced via the 

leading-twist Drell-Yan fusion mechanism qq—*ft+ft~~ has transverse polarization 

(X = 1). However, at large xp the muon angular distribution is observed to change 

to sin 3 6j, [16]. See Fig. 1(b). This result was predicted [21] from the Dominance 

of higher twist *g—*p+ii~q subprocess contributions at high xp, A detailed col

li 
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dilation shows subprocess amplitude can be normalized to the same integral over 

the pion distribution amplitude fdx<f>(i,Q)J[[ — x) that controls the pton form 

factor [22J. 

In the higher-twist subprocess diagram, Fig. 2(b), the lepton pair tends to 

have the same helicity as the beam hadron at large xp. For example, consider 

x~l\f—Hi+H~X at high i f . The valence d quark emits a fast gluon which iu turn 

makes a fasL-u, slow-u pair. Because of the QCD couplings, the fast u then carries 

the helicity of the d. The valence u then annihilates with the fast ti to make the 

lepton pair at xf ~ 1. The lepton pair thus tends to have the helicity (Jz = 0) of 

the pica, in agreement with hadron helicity retention. 

5. Hadron Helicity Conservation 
in Hard Exclusive Reactions 

There a*e also strong belidty constraints on form factors and other exclusive 

amplitudes which follow from perturbativc QCD [3]. At large momentum transfer, 

each helicity amplitude contributing to an exclusive process at large momentum 

transfer can be written as a convolution of a hard quark-gluon scattering ampli

tude Tg which conserves quark helidty with the hadron distribution amplitudes 

${zi, Q), which are the La=Q projection of the hadron's valence Fbck state wave-

function: 4{xu\i,Q) = J[#kx\ 0(x i-,*Jj,A i-)*(*L < Q7) w h e r e ^(*i.^UiAi) i* 

the valence wavefunction. Since 4> only depends logarithmically on Q2, the main 

dynamical dependence of FB[Q2) is the power behavior { Q 2 ) - 2 derived from the 

scaling behavior of the elementary propagators in Ty. 

As shown by Botts, Ii , and Sterman [23], the virtual Sudakov form factor 

suppresses long distance contributions from Landshoff multiple scattering and x ~ 
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1 integration regions, so that the leading high momentum transfer behavior of 

hard exclusive amplitudes are generally controlled by short-distance physics. Thus 

quark helicity conservation of the basic QCD interactions leads to a general rule 

concerning the spin structure of exclusive amplitudes [5]: to leading order in i /Q, 

the total helicity of hadrona in the initial state must equal the total faelicity of 

hadrons in the final state. This selection rule » independent of any photon or 

lepton spin appearing in the process. The result follows from (a) neglecting quark 

mass terms, (b) the vector coupling of gauge particles, and (c) the dominance of 

valence Pock states with zero angular momentum projection. The result is true in 

each order of perturbation theory in a,. 

For example, PQCD predicts that the Pauli Form factor Fi[Q2) of a baryon is 

suppressed relative to the helidty-conserving Dirac form factor F\(Q2). A recent 

experiment at SLAC carried out by the American-University/SLAC collaboration 

is in fact consistent with the prediction Q 2 fa(Q a ) / f i (Q 2 ) -* c o n s L I 2 4 ] - H e I i c _ 

ity conservation holds for any baryon to baryon vector or axial vector transition 

amplitude at large spacelike or timelike momentum. Helicity non-conserving form 

factors should fall as an additional power of l/Q2 [5]. Measurements [25] of the 

transition form factor to the J = 3/2 JV(1520) nucleon resonance are consistent 

with Ja = ±1/2 dominance, as predicted by the helicity conservation rule [5]. One 

of the most beautiful tests of perturbative QCD is in proton Compton scatter

ing, where there are now detailed predictions available for each hadron helicity-

conserving amplitude for both the spacdike and tunelike processes [26]. In the case 

of spin-one systems such as the p or the deuteron, PQCD predicts that the ratio 

of the three form factors have the same behavior at large momentum transfer as 

that of the W in the electroweak theory [9]. 
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K^ron helidty conservation in large momentum transfer exclusive reactions 

is a general principle of leading twist QCD. In fact, in several outstanding cases, 

it does not work at all, particularly in single spin asymmetries such as As in pp 

scattering, and most spectacularly in the two-body h&dronic decays of the Jftjt. 

The inference from these failures is that non-perturbative or higher twist effects 

must be playing a crucial role in the kinematic range of these experiments. 

The J / 0 decays into isospia-zero final states through the intermediate three-

gluon channel. M PQCD is applicable, then the leading contributions to the decay 

amplitudes preserve hadron helidty. In the case of e + e~ annihilation into vector 

plus pseudoscalar mesons, Lorentz invariance requires that the vector meson will 

be produced transversely polarized. Since tbiB amplitude does not conserve hadron 

helidty, PQCD predicts that it will be dynamically suppressed at high momentum 

transfer. Hadron helidty conservation appears to be severely violated if one com

pares the exclusive decays J/if> and tj/ —• px, K*~K and other vector-pseudoscalar 

combinations. The predominant two-body hadrontc decays of the J / 0 have the 

measured branching ratios 

BB[Jf$-*K+K-) = 2.37 ±0.31 x 10"* 

BH(Jfil>->pw) = 1.28 ± 0.10 x 1 0 _ a 

BH(Jf1>->K+K—) = 5.0 ± 0.4 x 1 0 _ a . 

Thus the vector-pseudoscalar decays are not suppressed, in striking contrast to the 

PQCD predictions. On the other band, for the 0': 

BRtf-^K+K-) = 1.0 ± 0.7 x 10"1 

BW—px) < 8.3 x 1Q-5 (90% CL) 

BRfy'^K*K—) < 1.8 x IO - 5 (90% CL) . 
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From the standpoint of perturbative QCD, the observed suppression of tf' to vector-

pseudoscaiar mesons is expected; it is the Jfip that is anomalous (27]. What can 

account for the apparently strong violation of hadron helicity conservation? One 

possibility is that the overlap of the ce system with the wavefunctions of the p and 

it is an extremely steep function of the pair mass, as discussed by Chaichian and 

Tornqvist [28], However, this seems unnatural in view of the similar size of the Jfip 

and ip* branching ratios to K*K~. Pinsky [29] has suggested that the ip' decays 

predominantly to final states with excited vector mesons such as p'r, in analogy to 

the absence of configuration mixing in nuclear decays. However, this long-distance 

decay mechanism would not be expected to be important if the charmonium state 

decays through ce annihilation at the Compton scale l /m c . 

Another way in which hadron helicity conservation might fail for Jfip —t 

gtuons —ntpis'A the intermediate gluons resonate to form a gluonium state O. If 

such a stale exists, has a mass near that of the J ftp, and is relatively stable, then 

the subprocess for J ftp —» xp occurs over large distances and the helicity conser

vation theorem need no longer apply. This would also explain why the J/ip decays 

into rp and not the ip*. Tuan, Lepage, and I [27] have thus proposed, following Hou 

and Soni [30], that the enhancement of Jfip —• K*K and J/ip -» pit decay modes 

is caused by a quantum mechanical mixing of the Jfip with a JPC — \ vector 

gluonium state O which causes the breakdown of the QCD helicity theorem. The 

decay width for Jfip —* /»sr via the sequence Jfip —* O —* pr must be substantially 

larger than the decay width for the (non-pole) continuum process Jfrp —> 3 gluons 

-+ px. In the other channels the branching ratios of the O must be so small that 

the continuum contribution governed by the QCD theorem dominates over that 

of the O pole. A gluonium state of this type was first postulated by Freund and 
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N&mbu [31] based on OZJ dynairics soon after the discovery of the Jfij) and $ 

mesons. The most direct way to sear 'i for the O is to scan pp or e + e~ annihilation 

at •>/$ within ~ 100 MeV of the J /& triggering on vector/pseudoscalar decays such 

as xp or ~KK' and look for enhancements relative to K+K~. Such a search has 

recently been proposed for the BEPC by Chen Yu, Gu Yifan, and Wang Ping. 

6. Anomalous Spin Correlations and Color 
Transparency Effects in Proton-Proton Scattering 

The pertiirbative QCD analysis of exclusive amplitudes assumes that large 

momentum transfer exclusive scattering reacLions are controlled by short distance 

quark-gluon subprocesses, and thai corrections from quark masses and intrinsic 

transverse momenta can be ignored. Since hard scattering exclusive processes are 

dominated by valence Fock state wavefunctions of the hadrons with small impact 

separation and small color dipole moments, one predicts that initial and final state 

interactions are generally suppressed at high momentum transfer. In particular, 

since the formation time is long at high energies, one predicts that the attenuation 

of quasi-elastic processes due to Glauber inelastic scattering in a nucleus will be 

reduced. This is the color transparency prediction of perturbative QCD (32]. A 

test of color transparency in large momentum transfer quasielastic pp scattering 

at &tm ~ x/2 has been carried out at BNL using several nidear targets (C, At, 

Pb) [33]. The attenuation at pu> = 10 GeV/c in the various nuclear targets was 

observed to be in fact much less than that predicted by traditional Glauber theory. 

The expectation from perturbative QCD is that the transparency effect should 

become even more apparent as the momentum transfer rises. However, the data 

at Pith = 12 GeV/c shows norrral nuclear attenuation and thus a violation of color 
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transparency. 

An even more serious challenge to the PQCD predictions for exclusive scat

tering b the observed behavior of the normal spin-spin correlation asymmetry 

ANN — [«fr(TT) ~ d»(Tl)l/(**(TT) + <k(TU| measured in large momentum trans

fer pp elastic scattering. At pub = H-75 GeV/c and 0cm = * A ANN rises to 

=s 60%! corresponding to four times more probability for protons to scatter with 

their incident spins both normal to the scattering plane and parallel, rather than 

normal and opposite [2). In contrast, the unpolarized data is to first approximation 

consistent with the fixed angle scaling law siadafdl{pp -*pp)~ f{0Cil) expected 

from the perturbative analysis. The onset of new structure at s ~ 23 GeV2 suggests 

new degrees of freedom in the two-baryon system. 

Guy De Teramond and 1 {34] have noted that the onset of strong spin-spin 

correlations, as well as the breakdown of color transparency, can be explained as 

the consequence of a strong threshold enhancement at the open-charm threshold for 

pp-*AeDp at yfs = 5.08 GeV or put ~ 12 GeV/c. At this energy the chann quarks 

are produced at rest in the center of mass. Since all eight quarks have zero relative 

velocity, they can resonate to give a strong threshold effect in the J = L — S = 1 

partial wave. (The orbital angular momentum of the pp state roust be odd since the 

charm and anti-charm quarks have opposite parity.) The J = L = S = 1 partial 

wave has maximal spin correlation AN it = 1. A charm production cross section of 

the order of 1 ph in the threshold region can have, by unitarity, a large effect on the 

large angle elastic pp-*pp amplitude since the competing perturbative QCD hard-

scattering amplitude at large momentum transfer is very small at y/s = 5 GeV. In 

fact as recently shown by Manohar, Luke, and Savage (35), the QCD trace anomaly 

predicts that the scalar charmoniam-nucleus interaction is strongly amplified at low 
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Figure 3. ASH as a function of pub at A™ = */2. The data [2] are from Crosbie ct 
ML (aolid dots), lin rf *t (open squares) and Bbatia ti at. (open triangles). The peak 
•t p ^ = 1-26 GeV/c corresponds to the pA threshold. The data are well reproduced 
by tie interference of the broad resonant structures at the strange (put — 2.35 GeV/c) 
and charm (pub = 12J GeV/c) thresholds, interfering with a PQCD background. The 
value of A** &<« PQCD alone is 1/3. 

velocities and can lead to nuclear-bound cbarmonium [36]. 

An analytic model which contains all of these features is given in Ref. [34j. The 

background component of the model is the perturbative QCD amplitude with s~ 

scaling of the pp —* pp amplitude at fixed 8cm and the dominance of those am

plitudes that conserve hadron helidty {5j. A comparison [37] of the magnitude 

of cross sections for different exclusive two-body scattering channels indicate that 

quark interchange amplitudes J38] dominate quark annihilation or gluon exchange 

contributions. The most striking test of the model is Us prediction for the spin 

correlation At,n shown in Fig. 3. The rise of A^y to cs 60% at pî t, = 11.75 

GeV/c is correctly reproduced by the high energy J=l resonance interfering with 

dfPQCD). The narrow peak which appears in the data of Fig. 3 corresponds to the 

onset of then? -* pA(l232) channel which can be interpreted as a uuuuddgg 3F& 

resonance. The heavy quark threshold model also provides a good description of 
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the s and t dependence of the differentia] cross section, including its "oscillatory'' 

dependence [39] m s at fixed d<m, and the broadening of the angular distribu

tion near the resonances. Most important, it gives a consistent explanation for 

the striking behavior of both the spin-spin correlations and the anomalous energy 

dependence of the attenuation of quasielastic pp scattering in nuclei. A thresh

old enhancement cr resonance couples to hadrons of conventional size. Unlike 

the perturfaative amplitude, the protons coupling to the resonant amplitude will 

have normal absorption in the nucleus. Thus the nucleus acts as a filler, absorb

ing the non-perturbative contribution to elastic pp scattering, while allowing the 

hard-scattering perturbative QCD processes to occur additively throughout the 

nuclear volume [40). Conversely, in the momentum range pu, = 5 to 10 GeV/c 

one predicts that the perturbative hard-scattering amplitude will be dominant at 

large angles. It is thus predicted that color transparency should reappear at higher 

energies (pub > 16 GeV/c), and also at smaller angles {6cm « 60°) at pub = 12 

GeV/c where the perturbative QCD amplitude dominates. If the resonance struc

tures in ANN a r e indeed associated with heavy quark degrees of freedom, then 

the model predicts inelastic pp cross sections of the order of 1 mb and Iftb for the 

production of strange and charmed hadrons near their respective thresholds. In 

fact, the neutral strange inclusive pp cross section measured at pjt[, = 5.5 GeV/c is 

0.45±0.04 mb [41]. Thus the crucial test of the heavy quark hypothesis for explain

ing A $ $ is the observation of significant charm hadron production at pj»b > 12 

GeV/c. 

Ralston and Pire [40] have suggested that the oscillations of the pp elastic 

cross section and the apparent breakdown of color transparency are associated 

with the dominance of the Landshoff pinch contributions at , /s — 5 GeV. The 
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oscillating behavior of dofdl is then due to the energy dependence of the relative 

phase between the pinch and hard-scattering contributions. They assume color 

transparency will disappear whenever the pinch contributions are dominant since 

such contributions could couple to wavefunctions of large transverse size. However, 

the large spin correlation in Ass & not readily explained in the Ralston-Pire model 

unless the Landshoff diagram itself has Ass "* 1-

7. Polarization-Dependent Nuclear Shadowing 

Another interesting spin eflect in QCD is the prediction that nuclear shadowing 

depends on the virtual photon polarization. In models where shadowing is due 

to the deformation of nudeon structure functions in the nucleus, one would not 

expect such any dependence on photon polarization. In Refs, (42] and [43] one 

sees that nuclear shadowing (in the target rest frame) arises from the destructive 

interference of the multiple scattering of a quark (or antiquark) in the nucleus. The 

quark comes from the upstream dissociation of the virtual photon. The qq pair is 

formed at a formation time (coherence length) r oc l/xy-M before the target. In 

order to get significant multiple scattering and interference one needs a coherence 

length comparable to the nuclear size. However, Koyer, Del Duca and I found [43] 

that the coherence length is significantly shorter (by a factor of l/\/3) for the 

longitudinally polarized photon tbfcy the transverse case. The reason for this is 

that the internal tr«. nsverse momentum and hence the virtual mass and energy 

of the qq pair is largei by a nearly constant factor in the longitudinal case, thus 

shortening its lifetime. .THIS the nuclear attenuation is delayed to smaller values 

of ibj in the longitudinal compared to the transverse cross section. Nikolaev [44] 

has also recently discussed the possibility of smaller nuclear shadowing of tri on 
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the grounds that the qq system has a GmaUer transverse size in the case of a 

longitudinally polarized photon, and it is thus more color transparent. In this case 

diminished longitudinal shadowing would persist for all Xbj* 
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